

Mr. B: The categorization in A Collection of Paint-

ings in the Reign of Emperor Huizong is not reasonable.
From Ming and Qing dynasty an acknowledged classification of paintings falls simply into figure,
landscape, flower and bird, insect and fish, and beast.
I prefer figure painting among these because it is the
origin of Chinese painting and it comes first in A

Collection of Paintings in the Reign of Emperor
Huizong, too. Out of ten groups there are three belonging to figure as Taoism and Buddhism and Tibetan are also character.



Mr. A: Figure painting is definitely appealing. Mod-
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ern figure paintings, large or small, by masters like
Ren Bonian, Xu Beihong, Qi Baishi, Zhang Daqian, Lin
Fengmian, Jiang Zhaohe and Fu Baoshi, are extraordinarily vivid, impressive and moving, not to mention the lively group portraits in classical paintings
such as Han Xi'zai Entertaining Guests at Night and

Life along the Bian River at the Pure Brightness
Festival, the verve and charm in Tang Bohu's Imperial Concubine of the Later Shu Dynasty and Chen
Laolian's The Story of Liang Hong and Meng Guang.
Mr. B: You're talking about the horizontal problem
but mine is vertical, that is, which am I supposed to
target at, the "old" or the "present"? As you know,
another name for cultural relic is antique. In the Gu

Jin Tu Shu Ji Cheng the entry for searching cultural
relic is "antique". In view of this, cultural relic emphasizes the "ancientness" but things are just the
opposite today. For instance, Fu Baoshi's A Song of

Fair Ladies sells at above ten million yuan while a
work by Shen Zhou only sells at several hundred
thousand yuan and two million at most. A blue and
white porcelain produced in Qing dynasty is many
times of one in Song dynasty. It's really hard to
understand, really.
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Wang Shizhen, a scholar in Ming dynasty, wrote in

Gu Bu Gu Lu that though most valuable paintings
were in Song dynasty, pictures in Yuan and Ming
Dynasty were ten times of those of Song dynasty in
his days. Porcelains produced at Ge Kiln and Ru Kiln
were the most precious ones but Xuande porcelain
sold at a price ten times of those two. He sighed,
"How strange!" You felt the same with him.
Mr. B: There are more reversals in this circle. Be-
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Mr. A: You're not the first to complain of this.
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sides the price, the order of classes in terms of value
is reversed, too. In the past, the order started with
rubbings from stone inscription followed by
calligraphy, painting, bronze and porcelain, etc,
whereas at present porcelain comes first, then
painting. Rubbings from stone inscription seem to
have dropped out. Nevertheless, cultural relic symbolizes the spirit of an age and recognition of it is a
measure of the spirit. Time is changing. The spirit is
changing. How can appreciation itself remain
unchanging? It proves that we can't stick to one
thought. We mustn't treasure only ancient things,
and shouldn't blindly follow the fashion, either. I
mean we need to put the past before the present,
concentrate on the past but never miss the present.
Mr. A continued to say happily, "Guardian has
presented a lot of wonderful things these years along
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drawing near. I believe it will give us more surprise."
Mr. B said, "The outstanding achievements Guardian has made are indeed encouraging. As for books,
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Guardian auctioned Wen Yuan Ying Hua and Weng's
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Collection of Rare Books of Song edition; for
calligraphy, Fish Eating by Huaisu and Calligraphy

in Regular and Cursive Script by Emperor Gaozong
of Song dynasty; for painting, volume of Rard Birds

Painted from Life by Emperor Huizong and Shi Tao's
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for a higher goal. The tenth anniversary of Guardian is
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with several other domestic companies. It's striving
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Gaohuyuke Bamboo and Rock ; and for porcelain,
Famille-Rose Narcissus Pot produced at Ge Kiln in
Song dynasty and 'Blue and White Gourd-shaped
Vase' made in Yongle period in Ming dynasty. These
strong enough to compete with other distinguished
auctioneers in the world. Monopoly of foreign auctioneers is soon to break."
They talked and talked, and then breezed away,
leaving me a lot to think about.

EXPECTATION

treasures auctioned prove that Guardian has been
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A SUCCESSFUL DECADE AND A PROMISING FUTURE

Robert Chang

he first decade of China Guardian is a decade of

T

gratifying success.

For the last decade I have been in contact with China
Guardian every year. It seems I am predestined to
have an indissoluble bond with it. I remember holding the competitive bidding placard No. 1 at the virgin auction of China Guardian on March 17, 1994
and winning the first auction object of the auction
company with great joy. With the No. 1 placard, I
intended to initiate the first success of China
Guardian. Later I changed my placard number into
66 to mean the lucky number of every greater
success. When China Guardian is ten years old now,
I would strive to take the bidding placard No. 10 as
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the collectors of Chinese descent everywhere in
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the world as well as to the foreign collectors. This
should be a hallmark of Chinese civilization, and
above all, a pride of the Chinese nation. The preservation of treasures among the people has been
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Vast and profound, Chinese culture embraces a
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ful company.
sea of invaluable relics. They are fascinating to
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a blessing for the 10th anniversary of the success-
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the practice since the ancient times. As is proved
by facts, it is also an important channel for protecting cultural relics and spreading civilization
in many countries. Fortunately, the Chinese Government timely approved the auctioning business
of China Guardian, thus enhancing the original



hidden unlawful cultural relic deals to the legal sta-
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tus in the sun. This was not only beneficial to the
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inspection and supervisory management of the state,
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but also met the legal art identification and collec-
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tion needs of collectors at home and abroad. The
success of China Guardian in its first decade was a
proof that the Chinese Government's policy-making was wise, thoughtful and farsighted.
Beyond doubt, had there not been the reform and
opening up policy, had there not been the tireless
piloting efforts of China Guardian, the Chinese mainland cultural relic market would not have been so
brisk and orderly as it is today. Nor would its international status have been so rapidly upgraded. Still
less would have been possible for heavyweight grade
Chinese cultural relics enter the mainland auction
site from overseas.
The first decade of China Guardian is a decade of
admirable achievements.
In its initial period, China Guardian invited me
to give lectures in Beijing. I was full of expectations
and confidence when I saw the young people so
vigorous, modest, eager to learn and so free from
prejudices. For the last decade, China Guardian has
attached great importance to standardizing itself
along international lines. It has pursued after modern service quality and stressed public trust and selfdiscipline spirit. This was an eye opener to the overseas collectors. In this they saw the promising future of the Chinese cultural relic auctioning throwing its door wide open to the whole globe. Facts have
proved China Guardian has customers all over Europe and the Americas, the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, the Taiwan Region and to the
various Asian countries. China Guardian has become
the most standardized cultural relic and art inter-
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lectors are the most at ease.
With my several decades of experience in the cultural relic career, I fully realize curio trade repre-
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land transaction site with which the overseas col-
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sents a time-honored sector, but it is overburdened
with conventional practices. It is no easy thing indeed for China Guardian to achieve the splendor of
today. May I bless it with ever more splendid achievements in the future. We will assure you further cooperation all along your journey.

EXPECTATION
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mediary in the mainland. It has become the main-

